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I. Introduction

The Oxford English Dictionary defines plagiarism as “The action or practice of taking someone else’s work, idea, etc., and passing it off as one’s own.”¹ Though plagiarism is hardly a new topic,² contemporary conditions in higher education pose fresh challenges to law schools seeking to apply anti-plagiarism rules. Rules against plagiarism nonetheless serve important law school goals, relating to student learning, university values and preparation for legal practice. Responsive strategies for addressing law student plagiarism are thus required.

This introduction section reviews current challenges to meaningful rules against plagiarism. Part II explores law student plagiarism in particular and the sometimes blurred line between conduct standards of legal education and those of legal practice.³ Part III discusses strategies for addressing law student plagiarism and Part IV presents a brief conclusion.
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A. Low Plagiarism Apprehension Rates

Many Canadian university students admit to plagiarizing. In a 2002-2003 survey of 14,913 Canadian undergraduates, 37 percent of students admitted to “copying a few sentences of material from a written source without footnoting.” Moreover, likely only a small percentage of plagiarizing students ever face a formal university discipline process for their conduct. In data reported for 2011-2012, only about 1 percent of students at 42 participating Canadian universities were subject to academic misconduct proceedings, and about 50 percent of these proceedings related to plagiarism offenses. While data specific to law students are not available, law student behavior is unlikely to diverge dramatically from that of university students overall.

The low rates of university apprehension of plagiarizers, as compared with the rates of students who admit to plagiarizing, suggest that many students disregard rules against plagiarism and that professors and universities inadequately enforce such rules. Low apprehension rates contrast with widespread university rules against plagiarism, the core of which relates to inadequate attribution of sources.

B. Plagiarism-Related E-Commerce

Students also plagiarize by submitting others’ work as their own, including papers purchased over the Internet. The paper purchase industry is now global; companies operate multiple websites, including fraudulent schemes. Sites include Other People’s Papers (“www.oppapers.com”), now called
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Study Mode (“www.studymode.com”), as well as many others. These sites often present themselves as providing student assistance only and contain denunciations of plagiarism. Students’ use of these Internet paper repository sites has spawned a related industry of plagiarism policing sites, including Turnitin (“www.turnitin.com”).

For a fee, instructors can require students to hand in their papers to Turnitin, which in turn matches the papers against Turnitin’s Web database to verify whether papers are original. Turnitin’s database is ever growing because all submitted papers in turn become part of the database, raising privacy and ownership concerns. Turnitin has a sister site called WriteCheck (“www.writecheck.com”) that permits students to submit their papers to the Turnitin database before submitting papers to professors, in order to “avoid accidental plagiarism.” Papers submitted to WriteCheck do not become part of the Turnitin database.

Together, Internet essay repositories, instructor verification sites and student verification sites represent an expansive Web-based industry. Some law school paper topics may be too obscure to have papers readily available for purchase. Broad topics common to several jurisdictions likely do have coverage in essay databases, however. Additionally, more specific assignments may be ordered written by professional ghostwriters. With the ease of a credit card transaction, students today can buy an Internet paper, or commission a ghostwriter, and then check their paper against the top plagiarism verification services.

C. Students: Learners or Consumers?

The above e-commerce phenomenon highlights the tension between an idealistic or traditional view of higher education (as a principled process of learning and reward according to merit) and a cynical, instrumentalist view of higher education (as a process of buying a branded degree in order to access


the job market). A post from the Unemployed Professors ghostwriters blog presents the latter cynical view:

Most importantly, buying a custom term paper will free up your time.... [Y]ou’ll spend the time that you’ve saved becoming a commodity, by building up that network, and getting your nose as brown as you possibly can. Because, let’s face it, the same way that we’re transforming education into a commodity, you need to become one if you’re going to succeed outside of school. Given that you can only be in three places at a time, rather than six, you need to build that network, turn yourself into a commodity, and play the game that the commercial-university complex wants you to. Yeah, it’s unethical, but so is the university system, built on corruption and false promises of employability, that you’re working in today.

Law school is an illustrative environment for the tensions between idealism and cynicism in education to be played out. On the one hand, legal study attracts idealists interested in the concept of justice. On the other hand, particularly since the rise of tuition rates in the 2000s, law school often leads to serious debt. At $28,791 a year, law school tuition at the University of Toronto for 2013-2014 nearly equals the median Canadian income.

One student view of law school, supported by high tuition fees, is that it is primarily a consumer experience. By this view, students are predominantly purchasers, not learners; they buy degrees. According to this conception of law school, rules against plagiarism are unjustified. If students need only pay and wait in order to receive a degree, there is no rationale justifying that they work and learn by completing assignments; there is similarly no justification that honest intellectual performance be rewarded with merit designation in

the form of grades.\textsuperscript{25} According to a consumer conception of law school, use of essay purchase sites is merely an expense related to the main purchase, that of the JD degree.

Conditions contributing to contemporary plagiarism thus include the decline of public funding for universities in Canada and significantly increased tuition fees for students.\textsuperscript{26} This presents the danger of changing the perceived basic character of the university from a place of effort, learning and merit to a place for the purchase of intellectually meaningless credentials\textsuperscript{27} In order for a prohibition against plagiarism to be justified by either learning or fairness objectives, law schools and universities generally must remain more committed to seeing students as learners than to as revenue sources.

\section*{II. Plagiarism in Law School}

The relationship between law school practice and professional legal practice is a complex one, since law schools train lawyers but not exclusively so. In the academic environment of law school, there is no customary acceptance of non-attribution of sources in students’ written assignments. In contrast, the Supreme Court of Canada recently acknowledged a customary acceptance of judges’ non-attribution of sources:

\begin{quote}
...[J]udicial writing is highly derivative and copying a party’s submissions without attribution is a widely accepted practice. The considerations that require attribution in academic, artistic and scientific spheres do not apply to reasons for judgment. The judge is not expected to be original.\textsuperscript{28}
\end{quote}

This case concerned an appeal of a trial judgment in which 321 of the total 368 paragraphs were copied, unattributed, from the plaintiffs’ submissions.\textsuperscript{29}

In addition to unattributed use of litigators’ briefs in drafting judgments, many other elements of legal practice involve unattributed use of materials
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rather than original writing.30 Expediency is not just important for courts, but also for law firms, leading to shared documents within firms.30 Standard forms are an intrinsic part of legal practice in many areas. Commercial providers are the source for many legal templates,32 and are also in the business of selling legal analysis in the form of ready-made documents on a wealth of topics.33

Attribution expectations are thus different in legal practice from those in academia. In law practice, legal service outcomes are the commodities of value, whereas in academia original documents are valued in themselves.34 There are at least three reasons for nonetheless maintaining plagiarism rules in law school. First, when law students plagiarize, this means that students are not learning by doing their law school assignments, undermining law school’s pedagogical function. Second, it means that they are unfairly competing for grades among their peers, working against key university values such as honesty and merit. Third, it means that they are not fulfilling in good faith their responsibilities as university students, putting into question their ability to later serve the public in good faith as lawyers with professional responsibility. Each of these is discussed below.

First, the prohibition against plagiarism in law school seeks to ensure that students actually do the work that learning requires. This is for the benefit of the students, and for that of the public which has an interest in ensuring that law school graduates are actually well-versed in the law before becoming eligible to join the legal profession. Students who believe that they are mere purchasers of a law degree, rather than learners, may not mind that they are not themselves completing the work expected of them. But this view is not consistent with the role presumably expected of students by law schools. Students are obliged by law schools to learn through effort, and are thus responsible in large part for their own mastery of the subject of law.

Some plagiarizing students excuse their conduct by denying that they have the opportunity to act differently. Paper repository sites rely on this self-deception narrative, citing lack of time as a reason to plagiarize. To combat this reasoning, law schools must send a clear message that cheating is not an acceptable option, regardless of circumstances.

A second key purpose of prohibiting plagiarism in law school is to ensure adherence to principles of fairness, honesty, and merit, essential values in a university environment. Plagiarism is unfair to other students. If one student completes course requirements expending less time and effort than others, those who spend more time and effort are at a disadvantage because they experience more pressure from a higher workload. If assignment grades are curved, and a plagiarizing student’s assignment is awarded a high grade, this can push another student’s genuine work out of the high-grade portion of the curve. Plagiarizing is also unfair to the authors whose materials plagiarizers take credit for, since plagiarizers take away the author’s moral right to attribution. Plagiarism is a slight against honesty, since it pollutes records concerning the origination of ideas.

Third, the prohibition against plagiarism serves the purpose of providing students with a conduct expectation that they are expected to fulfill in good faith, thereby developing their sense of responsibility, an attribute key to the practice of law. Both professors and students are bound by the specialized norms of academic honesty applicable in universities. Plagiarism shows a lack of good-faith conduct on the part of the plagiarizing student, and calls into question a student’s later ability to fulfill in good faith his or her professional obligations as a lawyer. Lawyers must act “at all times uberrimae fidei, with utmost good faith to the court, to the client, to other lawyers, and to members of the public.” As Worthen notes, plagiarism in law school can constitute a
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problematic form of self-interested deceit and thus requires discipline at the law school stage.42

Law school is the first site of a lawyer’s professional formation, and law schools thus have a role in the integrity of the justice system.43 All Canadian law societies require their members to be honest and of good character.44 As part of the entry process, law societies commonly require student disclosure on topics including academic dishonesty.45 Law society decisions on good character examine the severity of the plagiarism, as well as any later deceit regarding the plagiarism, in order to determine admissibility to the law society.46

III. Addressing Student Plagiarism

Student plagiarism’s frequency and causes have been extensively researched.47 There are both internal48 and external motivators for cheating.49 McCabe and Christensen Hughes summarize that:

Factors associated with lower rates of student cheating include the following: smaller institutional size, existence of an honour code, student understanding


44. See, e.g., Legal Professions Act, S.B.C. 1998, c. 9, s. 19(1); Legal Professions Act, R.S.A. 2000, s. 40; Law Society Act, R.S.O. 1990 L.8, s. 27(2); Legal Profession Act, S.N.S. 2004, c. 28, s. 5(8); The Legal Profession Act, 1990 S.S. L-10.1, s. 24; Rules of the Law Society of Saskatchewan, s.171(2); Regulations made Pursuant to the Legal Profession Act, 2004, S.N.S. c. 28, s. 3.3.1(a).


and acceptance of academic misconduct policies, severity of penalties for students found responsible for cheating, peer disapproval of cheating, certainty of being report[ sic] by a peer, and peers’ cheating behaviours.50

It has been suggested that the single most influential factor in student cheating is knowledge that other students are cheating.51 When people think others are cheating, they feel entitled, and perhaps pressured, to do the same. Another factor in academic misconduct is student perception of what constitutes cheating.52

The costs of plagiarism for law students are potentially higher than they may be in other fields, because law students must establish the good character requirement for admission to the bar. Nonetheless, as with other fields of study, a sense of entitlement or justification is likely a significant factor in law student plagiarism.53 In contrast, plagiarism may well also arise less out of entitlement than out of a sense of opportunity while under significant time constraints. Law student plagiarism may exist along a spectrum with desperate offenses (out of opportunity) located on one extreme and calculated offenses (out of a sense of entitlement) on the other.

A. Addressing Desperation and Opportunism

Some students likely plagiarize largely out of desperation as a one-time event. Law schools tend to have a culture of strict deadlines, mimicking court filing dates and limitation period deadlines. Some students, while successful throughout their undergraduate studies, experience overwhelming pressure during law school and plagiarize to complete assignments on time. Addressing plagiarism committed by this type of student can be as simple as ensuring that paper late penalties are not so severe as to undermine the value of a student handing a late, but genuine, paper. One possibility is to have late penalties set to a maximum level such that a student still has a chance at passing the assignment even if the assignment is modestly late. Policies on extensions should be spelled out in advance such that a student experiencing a personal crisis feels able to approach a professor.

The factor of opportunity to plagiarize can be reduced on at least two fronts. First, assignment design can affect students’ ability to plagiarize.54 Narrowly construed assignments may be more difficult to plagiarize than broadly framed assignments. Furthermore, if a professor designs highly specific and unique assignments that cover material that the professor knows very well, it will be
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The structural environment of law school instruction can also reduce the opportunity for plagiarism. If a student is taught such that the professor observes the student’s writing abilities (e.g., through in-class assignments), the professor will more easily be able to detect material that is inconsistent with the student’s known writing abilities. A student will be less likely to cheat if he or she knows that the professor is familiar with the student’s skill level and is thus likely to catch the student submitting unauthentic work.

B. Addressing Entitlement

Some students likely plagiarize out of a sense of entitlement. Such students may take such elaborate steps as retyping passages from obscure books, arranging bogus footnotes and stitching together lengthy passages on a single topic from multiple sources. If a student plagiarizes in multiple classes, including such steps as having professors read fake paper outlines or drafts, this suggests a sense of entitled dishonesty.

How can plagiarism occur out of a sense of entitlement be prevented? A student’s personal sense of entitlement to cheat may be undermined by broad-based messages to the contrary. A key step in creating a culture that actively discourages plagiarism is to have a clear definition of it. Terri Leclerq suggests, “[t]he definition should be uniform...each school should create a policy that clearly defines its understanding of paraphrasing (including examples), collaboration, databases, academic versus professional attribution, and sanctions—including whether intent will be a factor.”

Perhaps most important, a cultural environment that does not accept plagiarism will also be fostered when students realize that professors check for plagiarism and when students do not get the impression that other students are cheating. Responding to plagiarism in a way that identifies offenders and institutes appropriate sanctions requires that professors have the support needed to investigate plagiarism, a time-consuming process. Services like “Turnitin” will not necessarily catch unattributed paraphrasing, meaning that
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it is up to individual professors to use their intuition and initiative to catch plagiarizers who use this method. Furthermore, if the privacy and ownership concerns associated with “Turnitin” are a deterrent to its use, several free products do not appear to keep copies of the document submitted, but simply check its contents against the Internet.59

C. Process and Penalties

Several universities have two types of plagiarism responses, formal and informal.60 The informal process is for minor incidents and may not lead to the student having a permanent record, while the formal process involves a hearing and possible impact on the permanent record.61 The problem with this dichotomy of responses is that there is no way to verify whether a student has already been subject to an informal proceeding. A routine plagiarizer operating out of a sense of entitlement might be caught once, convince the professor the event was due to mere carelessness, and two weeks later be caught again by a different professor, who also uses the informal process, unaware of the earlier incident. Within law schools it would be helpful to retain the “no permanent record” element of the informal process, but to also have a method by which it could be verified whether or not a particular student has already gone through the informal process. If a professor catches a plagiarism incident appropriate for the informal process, the professor ought to be able to confidentially verify whether or not this is the first time this has occurred with respect to a particular student. Otherwise, there is a risk of students facing only the light sanction of the informal process if the plagiarism detected is “minor” even when this happens multiple times. There are time and human-interest pressures that work against initiation of a formal hearing process, considering the stakes involved, and it may be that professors rarely use this process unless a glaring piece of plagiarism is discovered. A formal hearing can lead to expulsion. For a law student likely tens of thousands of dollars in debt, being expelled from law school without a degree is very serious, the possibility of which not all professors feel comfortable initiating.

Institutional responses should address plagiarism in a manner that identifies repeat offenders and ensures that the punishment fits the level of the offense. This means plagiarism that is truly a product of misunderstanding or oversight should not be punished severely, a process that is fair. Considering
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that it is unclear how often plagiarizers actually get caught, when they are caught the response should be as sophisticated as possible, so that the rare opportunity for deterrence is not missed. The penalties for plagiarism vary; a student may be awarded a ‘0’ on an assignment or in a course, and may get a penalty on the official record. Students may also be suspended or expelled from university. Universities’ responses to allegations need to present the student with adequate due process and procedural fairness.

**IV. Conclusion**

Contemporary conditions, including the low rate of apprehension of plagiarizing university students, the rise of plagiarism-related e-commerce, and treatment of students as consumers rather than learners, all challenge the meaningfulness of law schools’ prohibition of student plagiarism. There nonetheless remain strong reasons for addressing such challenges and encouraging law student adherence to plagiarism rules; these reasons relate to goals of pedagogy, university values and professional responsibility. While universities may use electronic verification services to police plagiarism, the more potent solution is to maintain a strong cultural stance against such conduct within the law school. A strong culture of academic integrity will minimize the belief that other students are cheating and the likelihood of plagiarism. Therefore law schools should maintain the present distinction between the practice and the study of law, and ensure that the distinction is clear to law students.

---
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